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SPACE- AND TIME-DEPENDENT SLOWING DOWN IN HEAVY MEDIA

by

C. R. Welsbln
R. A. Forster

D. B. Smith

and

N. Corngold

ABSTRACT

To evaluate the potential of the lead slowing-down-time spectrometer
quantitatively as a nuclear safeguards assay device, the time-, space-,
&nd energy-dependent neutron diffusion equation has been solved for heavy
moderators, and a FORTRAN-iV program, SLAHM (Slowlng-Down Analysis in
heavy Moderators), was written to perform the required Integrations.

Using this new calculational tool, spectral and spatial distributions
have been obtained at a variety of times following introduction of a 14-
MeV point source of neutrons into several different-sized lead assemblies.
One can apparently achieve a 235U/239Pu discrimination ratio >5 with only
limited self-shielding (even for high enrichment fuels) by examining the
energy regions from 2.8 to 3.8 and 56 to 100 eV or, for highly enriched
ylutonium breeder fuel, 2.8 ':o 3.8 and 56 to 66 eV. Note that this tech-
nique requires a 2-m cube. Further, the neutron population for energies
below the inelastic threshold based upon exponencial attenuation (e~B T)
involving the neutron age (T cm2) must be estimated very carefully. The
"true" age has been shown to be sensitive to both cross-section variation
and the "free ride" affoided by the (n,2n) interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

This report describes a solution to the full

space-, time-, and energy-dependent neutron-diffu-

sion equation and the application of that solution

to a study of the relevance of the lead slowing-

down-time spectrometer1 to the United States' effort

in the field of nuclear safeguards. The lead spec-

trometer requires a pulse of hisch-energy neutrons,

typically 14 MeV, to be emitted near the center of a

large cube of lead. After these neutrons undergo

some rather complicated nonelaatlc processes in the

initial slowing, down phase, they gradually focus in-

to an energy band that can be correlated analytical-

ly with the time elapsed since emission of the

source pulse. By relating the time-dependent re-

sponse of an unknown 3ample to the similar response

of standard reference materials, one can determine

the composition of the unknown sample quantitatively.

Previous experiments2"* have pointed out the

diificulty in the discrimination of 39Pu from 23SU,

caused by resonance self-shielding at near-thermal

energies. Proposals have therefore been made to

apply the lead spectrometer at energies as high as

the sub-MeV5 region to eliminate this problem and to

take advantage of the higher flux intensities. Care-

ful consideration of the slowing down process is fun-

damental to the understanding and interpretation of

the time-dependent response.
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The prospect of calculating the neutronlc prop-

erties of such a device appears straightforward at

first, because age theory should hold well In such

a large, heavy, nonaosorbing medium and the inelas-

tic processes all take place within a short time.

In fact, age theory does reasonably well if one has

an accurate age value; however, such values are not

readily available in the literature. Table I illus-

trates the sensitivity of the calculated neutron

intensity at 3.5 eV rsing simple age theory by as-

suming several "effective" energies for the initia-

tion of the elastic slowing down process. One ob-

serves that the relative neutron Intensity calcu-

lated by means of age theory for a 1.3-m-diam sphere

is alisost a factor of 20 higher if the nonelastic

processes yield an effective neutron source of 350-

keV energy as compared to 1 MeV. This sensitivity

is, of sourse, even more dramatic for smaller as-

semblies. From this example, it is clear that accu-

rate computation of the neutron intensities requires

careful consideration of the slowing down process.

The neutron spectra and intensity below the inelas-

tic threshold depend strongly on the treatment of

nonelastic reactions which scatter neutrons to feeV

and lower energies.

TABLE I

SENSITIVITY OF NEUTRON AGE IN LEAD
TO EFFECTIVE INITIAL ENERGY

Initial
Energy
(HeV)

1.05

0.95

0.75

0.55

0.35

Age to
100 eV
(cm2)

3593

3492

3250

2927

2433

Age to
3.5 eV
(cm2)

4536

4421

4152

3807

3296

Relative
Intensity
at 3.5 eV,
1.3-m Sphere

1.00

1.31

2.45

5.49

18.11

Detailed time-dependent neutronics calculations

for heavy moderating materials also are not wide-

spread in the literature. This is true for a num-

ber of reasons. Monte Carlo techniques are time-

consuming because of the many collisions required

per history. Multigrouping techniques are general-

ly difficult because of the many groups required

and the difficulties in choosing an appropriate

tine and energy rcatrix. Hence, previous calcula-

tions5"7 have generally used a few broad energy

groups, spatial variation In the normal mode (or

none at all), and a rather crude treatment of elas-

tic scattering.

The assumptions in this newer treatment include

transport by diffusion theory and an age-theory ex-

pansion of the flux. Elastic scattering Is assumed

isotropic in the center-of-mass system, and cross

sections are computed in a fine-group structure.

Within these approximations, the solution to the

differential equations is obtained in terms of inte-

grals. The FORTRAN-IV program SLABM (Slowing-Down

Analysis In Heavy Moderators) was written to perform

the required integrations. The region above the in-

elastic threshold is represented by ^10,000 groups

(100 energy x 100 time bins). The spatial flux is

expanded in orthogonal functions in either spheri-

cal, cylindrical, or rectangular geometry. Thus,

the numerical solution is virtually Independent of

the number of space points of interest.

II. MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION

The Boltzmann equation describing neutron

transport for nonfisslonable materials can be writ-

ten as

- //N(r,n',E\t)rs(r,fi
l-»fl,Et+E)dEldnl + S(jr,j2,E,t) .

(1)
divergence vector (cm~!)

unit solid-angle vector (steradians)

position of interest (cm)

time of interest (sec)

7

£
r_

t
rs n(r,fl,E,t) angular neutron density: number of

neutrons at position r_ with energy

E, going in direction fi at time t

per unit volume, unit solid angle,

and unit energy (neutrons/cm3 -

steradian - MeV)

v neutron speed (cm/sec)

N(r,n,E,t) angular neutron flux « nv (neutrons/

cm4 - ateradian - MeV - sec)

£y(r,£2,E) macroscopic total cross section at

position x for neutrons of energy

E going in direction fi (cm"1)

Ss(r.,Il
f-»n,E'+E) macroscopic differential-scattering

cross section at position r_ for

transferring neutrons with energy

E' and direction ft' to energy E and

direction fl per unit of final energy

and solid angle (c-'/MeV - stera-

dian)



S(r,j2,E,t) external source of neutrons at posi-

tion £, energy E, direction J2, and

time t per unit of volume, energy,

direction, and time (neutron/cm3 -

steradian - MeV - sec)

Equation (1) is integrated over all angles (dfi

...) by assuming that the medium is isotropic for

all processes; the angular dependence of the differ-

ential-scattering cross section is only a function

of the dot product (Q''[£) .

V-J(r,E,t) + ^ ( t , E , t ) + ET(r.,E)<j>(r.E,t)

= [ <('(r:,E1,t)rs(£,E
I+E)dE1 + s(£,E,t) . (2)

E1

The new quantities that appear are defined as:

J(r,E,t) current vector = /N(£,fi,E,t)j2dfi

(neutrons/cm2 - MeV - sec)

<Kr,E,t) scalar flux » /N(£,S2,E,t)dfi

(neutrons/cm2 - MeV - sec)

Z (jr,E'->-E) macroscopic differential-scattering

cross section at space point £ for

scattering from E' to E

= /rs(£,E'-*E,fi'«fi)dJ2 (cm"1 /MeV)

s(£,E,t) external source = /S(£,£2,E,t)dK

(neutrons/cm3 - MeV - sec)

III. DIFFUSION-THEORV APPROXIMATION

The removal term is divided into a sum of elas-

tic and nonelastic components, and the scattering

integral is represented explicitly as the Bum of

contributions from elastic, discrete-inelastic, and

continuum interactions.8 Diffusion theory is rea-

sonable because most of the neutrons are quickly

(less than 1 Msec) degraded to energies below which

there is little absorption and thus are not expected

to have migrated far from the source. Neutrons of

these lower energies are essentially diffusing

elastically in a rather large system.

Converting the variable of interest to neutron

density per unit of velocity and applying Flcks' law,

one obtains tha following form of the diffusion

equation from Eq. (2)

/vln(£,v',t)Lel(r.,v
I+yr)dv' + Sj(r.,v,t)

S2(r_,v,t) - vEeJ(£,v)n(£,v,t) + s(£,v,t) . (3)EeJ

The discrete inelastic and continuum integrals have

been denoted by S4 and S2, respectively. Other

quantities defined in Eq. (3) Include

n(r,v,t) neutron density/velocity at time t

(n/cm3-cm/sec)

E (r»v) macroscopic transport cioss section

(- 1/3D where D Is the diffusion coeffi-

ent) (cm"1)

I 1 (r,v) macroscopic elastic-scattering crossel
section (cm"

£ (r,v) macroscopic nonelastic cross section
us

(cm"1)

s(r,v,t) external source/velocity

(n/cm3-cm/sec-sec)

IV. AGE EXPANSION

The facts that the moderator is a heavy mate-

rial ani that the flux spectrum is expected to

approach 1/E asymptotically suggest that one ex-

pand n(r,v',t)v'2 about n(r,v,t)v2 in a two-tern

Taylor series to evaluate the scattering Integral.

If one now assumes that elastic scattering is Iso-

tropic in the center of mass and constant within

the range of an elastic integral, the first of the

terms from the scattering integral just cancels the

removal term owing to elastic scattering, and one

obtains

vV2n(£,v,t)
v2ne(r,v)n(r,v,t)

S,(r,v,t)

S (r,v,t) + s(£,v,t) (4)

In Eq. (4), the derivative term with respect to v

is multiplied by I/A, a very small number. However,

the mathematical form of the equation is very dif-

ferent if this term Is not present.

tr

V. ORTHOGONAL FUNCTION EXPANSION

The neutron density is expanded Into a set of

orthogonal functions fR(r). (Recall that £ stands

for [x,y,z] or [r,6,<((].)



n(r,v,t) -XX(r)tL(v,t)
K

(5)

vhers the fK(x)
 a r a orthonormal solutions to the

Helmholtz equation

72fR(r) - 0 (6)

with the boundary condition f~(r ) • 0, r being a
ft. 8 S

point on the surface and /f_(r)fT(r)dV » 6_ .
& L Kit

The external source and discrete-inelastic and

continuum integrals are similarly expanded. This

requires a homogeneous medium within the boundary so

that macroscopic cross sections can be taken as inde-

pendent of position. The external source is located

at the center of the moderating assembly, with one

neutron emitted isotroplcally in the lab system at

time tQ with energy E Q. Implementing the above con-

ditions, we have

s(r,v,t) -£fK<r)sK(v,t)
K

Si(r,v,t)

S2(r,v,t)

(7)

(8)

to a apeed-dependent linear differential equation

that can be solved directly. This solution is then

inverted to reconstruct the time dependence for each

of the spatial harmonics. The final solution is ob-

tained by synthesizing each of the spatial modes ac-

cording to Eq. (5). Cross-section variation Is sim-

ulated by a histogram (with many bins), and a bound-

ary condition is applied numerically to account for

discontinuities caused by the histogram simulation.

Define the Laplace transform,

/

. oo

dte'^n^v.t) , (12)

and apply the operator I dt e

obtain o

-Xt to Eq. (11) to

7 Sj^V.A) (13)

for t > t0, v < vo. For a particular energy inter-

val, the group-averaged cross section may be taken

as constant.

sR(v,t) 6(v-v(J)6(t-to)fR.(£)dV

- 6(v-vo)6(t-to)fK(ro) . (10)

VIII. BOUNDAKI CONDITION

For the highest energy group, the applicable

boundary condition can be derived by going back to

the transformed equation

VT. ELASTIC SCATTERING ONLY

Consider first the energy region E>E -9 where

E o is the source energy and 6 is the energy of the

lowest excited level. In this case, the only scat-

tering contribution is from elastic scattering, and

one obtains

(U)

tnK(v,t)v
2] + 6(v-vo)6(t-to)fK(ro)

VII. METHOD OF SOLUTION

Equation (11) ie solved by taking Laplace trans-

forms of the time variable, thus reducing Eq. (11)

Jrl
A

(14)

and integrating from v » v 0 - e to v » v Q + e where

v o is the highest speed in the problem and epsilon

is infinitesmally small. One finds

(15)

For any other group, the boundary condition is ob-

tained by Integrating Eq. (14) from » • v: • E i v,

to v • v E + e = vB+ where vfl is the lower velocity



bound of proup B. In the limit as c approaches

zero, thir reduces to

so that, in general, Eq. (17) becomes

FK(v)fK(ro)A

i.e., the neutron density at some energy boundary B

as determined i'rom the solutions in group3 above and

below the boundary (which may, of course, have dif-

ferent cross sections) must be equal. For the top

group, the solution to Eq. (14) is given by

to£el\

AA

(20)

(17)

The form of the solution for lower-energy groups

(still elastic scattering only) is similar to Eq.

(17) modified by a coefficient F,_(v) resulting from

application of Eq. (16) at each preceding boundary.

Fj-(v) can be written as

(18)

where

AX*

9tT
IT 5"3ielitr ''el

E . = macroscopic total elastic cross section of

energy group i. bounded by speeds v» and v, ..

v- = lower velocity boundary of group A; j is the

group containing v |v- > v,,,I.

V * Z+1I
As expected, for the case of constant croas section,

Fg(v) » 1 and boundary conditions do not affect the

solution.

Furthermore, the time-dependent term in Eq.

(17) is generalized to

XA

(19)

IX. TIME INVERSION

One next inverts Eq. (20) to regain the func-

tional dependence of the time variable. Define

M(v) = A

(21)

The time dependence of Eq. (20) is now contained

solely in the term e~* M ( v ). Recall that

/ddt e 5(t-c) = e if c is a positive constant

= 0 otherwise

Then, for elastic scattering only

(22)

F (v)fv(r )A

v'E'
6[t-M(v)]F-

el
(23)

and the solution to Eq. (1J), for elastic scattering

only, can be written as

n(r,v,t) - -~r- 6[t-M(v)J
v rel

(24)



X. EXTENSION TO INCLUDE DISCRETE INELASTIC AND
(n,2n) REACTIONS

The solutions for the energy regions below

Eo~9, including discrote inelastic and continuum

contributions, are obtained in an analogous fashion.

The differential equation in speed is now, however,

inhomogeneous with respect to source terms contain-

ing inelastic and (n,2n) reactions followed by elas-

tic slowirj down.

The final solution including all contributions

is given below. Level interactions have been as-

sumed to take place with an infinitely heavy target,

and nonelastic reactions are assumed to occur in-

stantaneously. This solution is obtained from the

inhomogeneous equation using the variation-oi'-para-

meters technique. The result is

n(X,v,t) - — ^ T - <5[t-M(v)]T>fB,(r)fv.(r )Fv(v)
V el K

levels v

f v'(v",e)i:J[

(25)

1 (v",9) ,t-[M(v)-M(v") ] }Hf

el K

f
or

where £.[v'(v",8)] is the inelastic cross section

at speed v1 for exciting level 8, and the neutron

emerges from the reaction with speed v" and slows

down elastically to speed v. £2u(v'-»v") is the mac-

roscopic differential (n,2n) cross section at v' for

scattering to v". G
R(v) and ^(v) are the terms re-

sulting from application of the boundary condition,

Eq. (16), and are rather complicated functions.

None of the three functions Fv(v), G (v), or H_(v)

is used explicitly in SLAHM. Instead, Eq. (16) is

satisfied numerically at each velocity boundary v_.

The three terms in Eq. (25) are easily inter-

preted. The first is simply those neutrons reach-

ing v directly from the source by elastic scatter-

ing only. The second term includes those neutrons

whose last nonelastic scattering collision (before

reaching v) was a discrete inelastic scattering,

and the third term comprises those neutrons whose

last nonelastic transfer was by an (n,2n) collision.

The (n,2n) process scatters neutrons from v' to v"

where they begin to slow down elastically to v.

Because both the initial speed v' and the final

speed v" are variables, the double integral results.

XI. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Equation (25) is solved, one group at a time,

starting with the highest energy group and proceed-

ing stepwise downward to the group that includes

the lowest-lying level for lead (̂ 570 keV). Each

flux computed in this energy range is stored for

later use as an effective source for computation of

the flux at lower energies. Neutrons below 570 keV

can only slow down to energies of interest by means

of elastic scattering for which an analytical ex-

pression Is available. Therefore one can compute

the neutron intensity at any energy of interest

directly using only information related to the

superthreshold neutron flux as a function of energy

and time. For example, to compute the neutron in-

tensity at 100 eV, it is only necessary to store the

flux dependence above 570 keV; one need not compute

the flux at 200 eV.

The problem of slowing down in lead is quite

analogous to the deep-penetration problem in shield-

ing. In the latter case, one is concerned primar-

ily with the few neutrons that are able to traverse

many mean free paths. These neutrons typically get

"free rides" through windows in the total cross



section, so it is important to consider these cross

section features carefully. Slowing down in lead is

a deep-penetration problem in the energy variable

instead of the spatial variable. Neutrons generally

undergo many collisions and leak from the system

before being degraded appreciably in energy. Only

those neutrons that receive a "free ride" by (n,2n)

or discrete-inelastic interactions manage to slow

down to lower energies before escaping from the sys-

tem. Hence, it is important to consider these reac-

tions carefully. Orders of magnitude discrepancies

have been observed in the extreme case of totally

neglecting level interactions.

XII. COMPARISON OF SLAHM WITH KNOWN ANALYTIC AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The numerical results obtained from SLAHM in

the simple case of energy-dependent elastic scatter-

ing plus a single level of discrete inelastic scat-

tering have bcsn compared and agree well with the

known analytic solution. In addition, Bergman's ex-

perimental vork reported at the 1955 Geneva Confer-

ence has been modeled. He reports a counting rate

of 250 cpm for 100-eV neutrons at the center of a

2-m lead pile. A count rate of 303 cpm was computed

using SLAHM. Thus, with reasonable confidence* in

the ability to compute and understand the slowing

down processes, one next considers some of the prac-

tical applications such as the ability to determine

quantitatively the amount of 2 3 9Pu and 2 3 5U contain-

ed in mixed-oxide reactor fuel pins.

XI'.".. APPLICATION OF THE LEAD SLOWING-DOWN-TIME
SPECTROMETER (LSDTS) TECHNIQUES TO SAFEGUARDS
PROBLEMS

To differentiate between 2 3 9Pu and 2 3 5U using

the LSDTS technique, irradiations in at least two

energy intervals are required in order to obtain

two equations for two unknowns.

A review of the barn book9 suggests one region

that may be applicable; this is the region from 1.5

to 6.5 eV shown in Fig. 1. The data for Fig. 1

were taken from the 1968 KFK-750 report.10 One is

bound on the left by the well-known 21>cPu resonance

at 1 eV, and on the right by the 6.67-eV 2 3 8U reso-

nance and the 7.8 eV resonance of 2 3 8Pu. However,

within the 2- to 6-eV region, the cross sections

tn\oof

o
uu
to
</>
CO

o

o
CO
CO

3 4 5 6
ENERGY(eV)

Fig. 1. 2 3 SU and 2 3 9Pu fission cross sections,
1- to 7-eV energy.

are small enough not to present any self-shielding

problems of practical Importance. If the count rate

is sufficient, this appears to be an interesting pos-

sibility.

With respect to count—rate considerations,

note Table II which illustrates the sensitivity of

the neutron intensity per unit volume to the dimen-

sions of the pile. A substantial increase in Inten-

sity can be achieved by going to larger cubes, par-

ticularly when considering lower energies (eV re-

gion) . The dilution of the neutrons in the larger

volume Is more than compensated for by the reduced

leakage. Lead cubes of about two meters on a side

should be sufficient to measure the prompt-fission

neutrons induced in the 1.5- to 6.5-eV region and

provide meaningful statistics.

TABLE II

SENSITIVITY OF NEUTRON INTENSITY PER
VOLUME TO LEAD PILE DIMENSIONS

Sphere Radius (cm)
50 65 100

•Admittedly, the number of checks performed was
limited, and more work must be done In this area.

1.
1.

244
64

12,900

1,100



The 2.8- to 3.8-eV energy region la depicted

in Fig. 2. It is characterized by an ^30-ysec time

interval and yields a 2 3 5U/ 2 3 9Pu discrimination ra-

tio of ^2.5 without any interfering resonance from
2 3 eU or higher isotopes of plutonium.

A second energy region of interest is that from

56 to 100 eV shown in Fig. 3. Data for this figure

were taken from Lemley's recent measurements.11

Earlier German work by Baumung et al. 1 2 examined the

region from 60 to 120 eV. We recommend here that

the additional 2 ysec corresponding to 56 to 66 eV

be included because the plutonium cross section is

higher than the 2 3 5U cross section by about a factor

of three and the fissions induced will be a signifi-

cant part (M4%) of the total. Conversely, the range

from 100 to 120 eV, where the 2 3 9Pu/ 2 3 SU discrimina-

tion capability is appreciably lower, was not in-

cluded. Note that cross sections in the 56- to 100-

eV region are substantially higher, and self-shield-

ing corrections up to V30% could be introduced, de-

pending upon the fuel composition. If the plutonium

concentration is known, a priori, to be that high, a

more satisfactory approach is indicated in Fig. 4

which suggests that one focus attention on the more

restricted 56- to 66-eV range. This is a more dif-

ficult experiment because the counting time involved

is ^3 to 4 ysec so the source pulse width must be

confined to less than 1 |isec. However, such an ap-

proach effectively eliminates the self-shielding

IOOO

10070 80
F.NF.RGY (tV)

Fig. 3. 2 3 5U and 2 3 9Pu fission cross sections
56- to 100-eV energy.

problems by entirely avoiding the 75-eV resonance

of Pu; the count-rate loss due to diminished

source intensity and counting time is more than

compensated by the factor of ten increase in 2 3 9Pu

concentration in fast-reactor fuels.

To s"m up, we propose application of the LSDTS

technique using a 2-m3 lead pile with investigation

of the 2.8- to 3.8- and 56- to 100-eV energy ranges,

or for fast-breeder, high-plutonium-concentration

pins, the 2.8- to 3.8- and 56- to 66-eV rrnges.

100

2 5 2.8 3.2
ENERGY («V)

Fig. 2. 2 3 SU and 239Pu fission cross sections,
2.8- to 3.8-eV energy.
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The net discrimination

235(counts 2 3 5U \
counts 239Pu/n

x /counts
 239Pu\

^counts 2 3 5U /

2.8 to 3.8 eV

56 to 100 eV

239Pu
2 3 5u
2 3 9p u

2 3 5u
2 3 9p u

2.5 I
0.5'

0.5»

20.0»

8.0 t

8.0'

1

23

12

,500

,000

,00C

achieved in approximately five. Table III presents

estimates of counting rates for these regions using

the results obtained from SLAHM. These counting

rates were obtained assuming a 2 x 108 n/sec source

of 14-MeV neutrons, 1-m-long fuel pins, ̂ 1 cm In

diameter, and 0.2% detector efficiency.

TABLE III

EXPECTED COUNT RATE IN A 2-m-DIAM LEAD
SPHERE AS A FUNCTION OF FUEL COMPOSITION3

Fuel Average Count Rate Average Count Rate
Composition (56 to 100 eV) (2.8 to 3.8 eV)

(%) (cpm) (cpm)

540

1,300

2,200

aCockcroft-Walton source of 2 x 108 n/sec.

XIV. CONCLUSIONS

1. There are two natural energy ranges (2.8 to 3.8

and 56 to 100 eV) that together provide a dis-

crimination factor of 5 between 239Pu and 2 9 5U

with little problem of self-shielding induced

by these two isotopes.

2. For typical fast-breeder fuel compositions, the

application of the LSDTS technique using a 2-m-

diam lead sphere involves assay times of <10

min for 1% counting statistics.

3. Our analysis of the slowing down process has

provided a technique by which to computa the

appropriate subthreshold (for inelastic pro-

cesses) source for neutron slowing down in

lead.

4. The effective age of 14-KeV neutrons in lead

has been shown to be very sensitive to the "ef-

fective" initial spectrum as shown in Table I.

KT/ee: 289 (50)
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